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Summer Surf Continues Into Fall with Weekend Waveshakers at NLand
Boneshaker Project and NLand Team Up With Saturday Surf Clinic for Kids Ages 8-13
AUSTIN, Texas - Following a sold-out summer surf camp, NLand and Boneshaker
Project are partnering again this fall to provide a weekend surf clinic for groms (that’s
surf-speak for kiddos), every Saturday, September 16th, through October 28th.
Kids ages eight-to-thirteen can enroll in up to four Saturday surf clinics, enjoying three
hours of fun on each Saturday, including local athlete speakers, activities and games,
lunch, 30 minutes of dry land surf instruction, and 50 minutes of surfing, led by an
NLand surf coach.
“It’s amazing to see kids who have never surfed, stand up on their boards during that
first coaching session. The consistency of the waves at NLand makes for the perfect
environment to teach surfing, and share the stoke with a whole new generation of
surfers in Central Texas,” says Alex Ecenia, Executive Director at Boneshaker Project.
Surfers who participate in more than one Saturday will have the opportunity to progress
from NLand’s beginner “Bay Wave” to the intermediate-level “Inside Wave,” with
world-class surf coaches leading every lesson.
Each weekend, Boneshaker will spotlight a local Austin athlete or fitness professional
who will come speak, demo their skills and share their passion with Waveshakers.
Expect engaging activities such as hula hooping, boxing, BMX, and more.
Pricing per participant is $150 for a single Saturday, $250 (save $50) for two Saturdays,
$375 (save $75) for three Saturdays, and $500 (save $100) for four Saturdays.
To sign up and learn more, visit:
http://boneshaker.org/program/weekend-waveshakers/

About NLand
Founded by Doug Coors, an engineer and a surfer, NLand is the only inland surfing
destination in North America and the largest in the world for surfers of all levels.
NLand’s 14- acre lagoon is 100% sustainable with water harvested from a unique
catchment system. NLand is also home to a world-class surf school, The NLand
Training Center, a farm-to-table restaurant, Blue Prairie and the NLand Surf Shop
featuring high-end RVCA and NLand-branded apparel along with premium boards and
accessories. Learn more at NLandSurfPark.com.
About Boneshaker Project
Boneshaker Project (501(c)(3)) works directly in the community to empower kids to feel
physically strong from a young age. Through expert coach mentorship and online
engagement, we encourage everyone to ‘do what moves you,’ feel confident and enjoy
healthy lifestyles. Social engagement is an integral part of their vision via Twitter
(@Boneshaker_Proj), Instagram (@Boneshaker_Project), Facebook (Boneshaker
Project) and website www.boneshaker.org.
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